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Why is there any grey with PCa? 
• Natural history of the disease means 10-15 

year follow-up needed to assess treatments 

(Bill-Axelson, NEJM 2005) 



Radical Prostatectomy 

• Good oncological and functional outcomes, 
particularly with high-volume practice 

– Pathological evaluation of what has been removed 

– Simplicity of follow-up – PSA present or absent 

 

• Complications well recognised and effective 
remedies are available 

 

 

 



Radical Prostatectomy 

• Additional oncological benefits being 
recognised 

– Improved survival even with LN+ive disease 

– Reduced risk of future metastasis 

– Reduced risk of problems of advanced local 
disease 

• Offers prospect of multimodal therapy  

– with evidence of little impact on QOL 

 

 



RALP/LRP Approach Is More Palatable 

• Smaller incisions 

– Less pain 

– Faster recovery 

• Less blood loss 

– Low transfusion rate 

• Fewer complications 

• Higher volume 
centres/surgeons 

– Better outcomes 

 

• Better vision – x 10 
magnification 

• Reduced blood loss 

• More accurate 
dissection 

• Improved outcomes 

 

 



5 Year Risk of PSA Relapse (>0.2) – 
Personal Series 



PSA relapse 

• PSA relapse due to local or metastatic 
recurrence 

– Local relapse tends to occur later with slower 
PSADT 

– Failure to PSA nadir <0.1 or rapid PSA relapse 
(within 1 year of RP) usually indicates metastatic 
disease  



Salvage RT: Intermediate-Term 
Quality of Life 

• Retrospective analysis of QOL after post-op RT 
using EPIC survey (n=118) 

• RT 68 Gy (pelvis 59%); ADT 56% 

• Median FU circa 3 years 

• No reduction in GU, GI or sexual QOL 

• No worsening in incontinence 

• Pelvic nodal RT did not adversely affect QOL 

• Intermediate follow-up single institution study 



Salvage RT: Intermediate-Term Quality of Life 

Melotek JM, Liao C, Liauw SL (2015) Quality of Life after Post-Prostatectomy Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy: Pelvic Nodal 

Irradiation Is Not Associated with Worse Bladder, Bowel, or Sexual Outcomes. PLoS ONE 10(10): e0141639. 

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0141639 

http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=info:doi/10.1371/journal.pone.0141639 

http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=info:doi/10.1371/journal.pone.0141639






Salvage Prostatectomy Post-RT 

• Possible and many centres report good 
outcomes 

• However BAUS RP Registry records that low 
numbers of salvage prostatectomy are 
performed (0.4%) 

• In my own series of 1100 LRP - 4 salvage LRP 
(0.36%) following RT (2 BT, 2 post-EBRT), 
whilst >28 have received salvage EBRT and 9 
receiving LHRHa 



ADT has significant side effects 



ADT Associated With Significant 
Side-Effects 







Summary 

• RP good treatment for all-comers  

– Stand alone for low/intermediate-risk disease 

– Reduces risk of further metastasis and improved 
survival with LN+ive disease 

– Avoids risk of understaging/undergrading disease 

– Predictable problems with good remedies 

– Excellent start to multimodality treatment for 
high-risk disease, which may reduce the need for 
ADT 

 

 



What patients want? 


